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Abstract. This paper describes a hybrid method of typewritten Arabic character
recognition by Toeplitz Matrices and Neural Networks (TMNN) applying a new
technique for feature selecting and data mining. The suggested algorithm reduces
the NN input data to only the most significant and essential-for-classification points.
Four items are determined to resemble the distribution percentage of the essential
feature points in each part of the extracted character image. Feature points are
detected depending on a designed algorithm for this aim. This algorithm is of
high performance and is intelligent enough to define the most significant points
which satisfy the sufficient conditions to recognize almost all written fonts of Arabic
characters. The number of essential feature points is reduced by at least 88%.
Calculations and data size are then consequently decreased in a high percentage.
The authors achieved a recognition rate of 97.61%. The obtained results have
proved high accuracy, high speed and powerful classification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, automation process of written and spoken text recognition has met
new approaches, easy to implement for fast executing and higher success rate [1, 2].
This process should involve an interface facilitating fast communication between
man and machine [3]. Statistical, structural and neural approaches are the most
popular methods used to serve that aim [4, 5]. Character recognition is a notable
field in text recognition, and its applications are very important for computerization
procedures. Recognition of spoken and written texts is very often implemented suc-
cessfully using neural networks as classifiers [6, 7]. Many recognition approaches are
applied on Arabic and Latin scripts using feature extraction [8, 9]. Other methods
for recognition of hand-printed characters are based on structural description and
inductive logic programming as those given in [10]. In [11], the minimal eigenvalues
of Toeplitz matrices are used to reduce the size of feature vectors by about 30%. For
the recognition of Arabic words without segmentation, Toeplitz models and their
lowest eigenvalues have been developed and shown in [12] and [13].
This paper introduces a new method for Arabic character feature extraction and
feature points reduction to the minimal possible number for the sake of the character
recognition. Then for classification and recognition, an algorithm resulting from
fusing Toeplitz matrices and backpropagation neural networks is applied [14]. The
character image is filtered by the proposed 3 × 3 neighborhood median filtering for
noise elimination and image smoothing [15, 16]. The image is thinned according to
the algorithm in [11, 17]. The feature points are detected as branch, start or end
points of the small lines constructing the character as will be shown in Figure 2.
Therefore, the huge number of image pixels is reduced to only the most significant
ones that are basic to enter with to the stage of classification. This is done by a new
simple algorithm, which is designed for this purpose. The resulting feature vector
from this algorithm enters the TMNN algorithm for classification and recognition.
2 ARABIC CHARACTER PROCESSING
This research focuses on recognizing the Arabic character written in Arial, Courier,
Transparent and Simplified Arabic fonts of three different sizes (10, 12 and 14). The
image in its bitmap (*.bmp) or Tagged Image File Format (*.tiff) is filtered up by
eliminating the noise obtained from the scanner by using the supposed 3-by-3 neigh-
borhood median filter for smoothing the image. The colored image is changed into
a binary one, pixels of the image-filling are 1’s while the background pixels are 0’s.
If a word is considered for recognition, it should be segmented into its letters before
processing. Thinning process is used as a pre-processing stage to form a thin-line and
to manipulate data freely and precisely. The image thinning and the skeletonization
procedure followed in this work are performed by the algorithm KMM presented in
detail in [11, 17]. Although the obtained shape is one-pixel width with continuous
lines, it still keeps the important character characteristics. Feature extraction is one
of the post-processing stages that provides an easier process for image matching.
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This stage should therefore prepare the most significant and feasible characteristics
from the image and deliver them as the basic data to the next stages for precise clas-
sification. Two ways are studied and executed on Arabic character classification:
The first one is applied to all feature points, and the second only to the significant
ones.
2.0.1 Neural Networks NN
The image is first thinned [11, 17]. Here, the coordinates of the feature points are
represented in two vectors and considered as the input to the NN. The first vector is
defined by the x -coordinates of the feature points, and the second is determined by
the y-coordinates. The vectors are resized to have 64 elements each and scaled into
the interval [0, 1] to represent a reasonable input to the NN. The neural network will
then contain 128 neurons in the input layer (coming from the two feature vectors,
64 each) and 500 neurons in the hidden layer. This number of neurons in the
hidden layer was found experimentally. We have experienced 100, 200, 400 and
500 neurons. The highest performance was at 500 neurons. Moreover, the number
of iterations was 884 for 100 neurons, while it was only 334 for 400 and a bit more
(386) for 500 neurons, but with the best success rate. Table 1 shows how the rate
of successful recognition clearly increases when increasing the number of neurons
from 400 to 500.








(Arial size 10) 
400 82 82 97 
500 96 98 98 
 
Table 1. The behavior of NN classifiers for two different numbers of neurons in the hidden
layer. The letters are selected from different experiments on varieties of fonts and
sizes.
Now, the number of neurons in the output layer was chosen to be 18 neurons.
This number, in turn, comes from reducing the number of Arabic alphabet letters,
which is 28 (Table 2), to 18 classes (Table 3).
The reduction of letter classes is done by grouping the letters of exactly the same
shape, but differing in the existence of 1, 2 or 3 dots above or under them (Table 2)
into subclasses. Examples of such letters are the letters (h. , h , p ), or (H. , H, H)
and so on. The resulting group of letter-classes is shown in Table 3.
This reduction of classes increases the speed of the system significantly and
hence decreases the performing time to a minimum.
The neural network is trained by a simple computer program by considering the
momentum coefficient as 0.25, the learning rate as 0.05, and the sum square error
as 0.00000585. Bipolar function is used as an activation function, and the weights
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Sq. Letter, Name Isolated End Middle First Sq. Letter, Name Isolated End Middle First 
1 A, Alif 15 ا ـ  ـ  ا Dh, Dhad ــ  ـ  ض  ـ  
2 B, Baa ب  
ــ  ـ  ط Tth, Ttaa 16 ـ  ــ  ـ  ـ  
3 T, Taa 17 ـ  ــ  ـ  ت Zh, Zhaa ــ  ـ  ظ  ـ  
4 Th (θ), Thaa  ـ  ــ  ـ  ث 18 Ea, Ain ع  ــ  ـ   ـ  
5 J, Jeem ـ#ـ  ـ"  ج ـ'ـ  ـ&  غ Gh, Ghain 19 $ـ    )ـ  
6 Hh, Hhaa ـ+ـ  ـ*  ح ـ/ـ  ـ.  ف F, Faa 20 ,ـ    0ـ  
7 Kh, Khaa ـ3ـ  ـ2  خ ـ7ـ  ـ6  ق Qq, Qqaf 21 4ـ    8ـ  
8 D, Dal 22 د ـ:  ـ:  د K, Kaf ; ـ; ـ;ـ   ـ; 
9 Th, Thal 23 ذ ـ=  ـ=  ذ L, Lam ـ@ـ  ـ?  ل  Aـ  
10 R, Raa رـ ر رـ  ـEـ  ـD  م M, Meem 24 ر   Fـ  
11 Z, Zay زـ ز زـ   Kـ  ـJـ  ـI  ن N, Noon 25 ز 
12 S, Seen س  Mـ  ـNـ هـ ـ ـO 26 H, Haa P  Qـ    هـ  
13 Sh, Sheen ش  Tـ  ـUـ  و ـX  ـX  و V 27 W, Wawـ  
14 Ss, Ssad ص  Zـ]ـ  ـ     ي Y, Yaa 28 \ـ  
 
Table 2. Arabic alphabet in its 28 main letters with each given in its four different possible
forms [11]
are generated randomly. The general computations are performed in MATLAB. At
a training time of 55 seconds with 386 cycles, the NN is trained on 168 characters
of Courier font of multi size (10, 12, 14).
Letter, Name A, Alif B, Baa J, Jeem D, Dal R, Raa S, Seen 
Equivalent Arabic letter س ر د ج ب ا 
Letter, Name Ss, Ssad Tth, Ttaa Ea, Ain F, Faa Qq, Qaf K, Kaf 
Equivalent Arabic letter ك ق ف ع ط ص 
Letter, Name L, Lam M, Meem N, Noon H, Haa W, Waw Y, Yaa 
Equivalent Arabic letter ي و  ن م ل 
 
Table 3. The output of NN: 18 classes
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2.0.2 Toeplitz Matrices and Neural Networks –
The Modified TMNN Hybrid Approach
The TMNN algorithm is a hybrid method, which fuses Toeplitz Matrices minimal
eigenvalues for image description and Neural Networks for image classification into
one system [14]. In this work this method is modified to select only the essential
points of the character image and form Toeplitz matrices from them. These points
extraction should be performed carefully as they play the most important role in the
precise object image description leading to right verification and hence successful
recognition. After Toeplitz matrices are constructed, their minimal eigenvalues are
constructed to define the feature vectors of the given object image. The percentage
of points concentration for each part of the studied character is also considered to
add another useful element to the resulting feature vector. These elements are the
input to the NN.
2.1 Characteristic Points Extraction
After thinning the character image (Figure 1 a)) using the algorithm in [11, 17], the
characteristic points are detected as illustrated in Figure 1 b). Such letter-image
points are characterized as the start, end or branch points of the straight fragments
(lines) in a character. The technique used in the selection and extraction is simple
and depends on the sum of the 8-neighboring 0-1 pixels of the tested point [18].




Fig. 1. The Arabic letter h – HH after thinning (a) and characteristic points detection (b)
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2.2 Characteristic Points Reduction to the Most Essential Ones
(Essential Points)
The primarily detected points in Figure 1 b) are reduced further to the most signi-
ficant ones (called essential points in this paper). The reduction steps are clarified
by the flow chart in Figure 5. The reduction steps are accomplished according to
the following algorithm.
2.2.1 Algorithm for Essential Points Evaluation
1. The characteristic points ai(xi, yi) i = 1.. n shown in Figure 1 b) are first found
as the n pixels extracted from the thinned letter-image of Figure 1 a).
2. The central pixel is taken as a starting point M(xk, yk). It is defined as the
center of the extracted image with the coordinates xk and yk. Figure 2 shows
the position of the central point.
3. The distance di between the centre and all the image pixels is calculated; ‖di‖ =
√
(xi − xk)2 + (yi − yk)2 for i = 1.. n.
4. The point ai(xi, yi) is an essential point if one of the conditions R1 or R2 is
satisfied: R1 = (di+1 > di) and (SN(di+1 < di) > 2) and R2 = (di+1 < di) and
(SN(di+1 > di) > 2); SN is the number of the successive times where (di+1 < di)
or (di+1 > di) are satisfied.
5. The steps from b. to d. are repeated with M(xi, yi) in its new position. Now
M is in the top left corner (the origin of the x− y plane).
6. Again change the position of point M to have it this time at Xk = 32, Yk = 0,
the ending point of the image at the x-axis. The new distribution of vectors is
shown in Figure 4.
7. The final set of essential points is the union of the sets of essential points de-
termined at each step and hence the final feature vector will contain all the
essential points collected from all individual vectors.
The reduction of the characteristic points has eliminated at least 81% of the
characteristic points. This procedure basically helps decrease the data size and
the amount of computations. Figure 5 illustrates the flow-chart of the designed
algorithm.
The importance of this reduction seems actual when the obtained results are
as good as before the modification but with an array of less data size by such an
average amount as 80%. As an example, after the application of this algorithm,
the Arabic letter – HH is represented with only 10 essential points now (Figure 6)
out of 84 primary (after thinning) pixels (Figure 1 a)). Therefore, an elimination
of 88.1% of the letter image points is obtained (a reduction of 74 pixels) in this
studied example. The letter h in its last shape after this processing is shown in
Figure 6. It is ready to further considerations for matching and classifications.
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Fig. 2. The point M is the center of the image with the coordinates Xk = 32/2 and
Yk = 40/2 (total number of pixels on the x and y axes divided by 2, respectively)
 
Fig. 3. The point M in its new position for further computations
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Fig. 4. Calculating the new vectors from M in its new position
Table 4 shows the results of data reduction for other Arabic letters and their
recognition success rate.
2.3 Image-Vector Matching for Similarity and Classification
In order to obtain helpful information about the character, Toeplitz matrices are
evaluated, and then their minimal eigenvalues are calculated. These values form the
elements of the feature vectors which are used to describe the character for matching
and classification. The description is done according to the algorithm of Toeplitz
matrices and their eigenvalues. The details of this algorithm are beyond the topics
of this paper but can be found in [11, 13, 19, 20, 21] for their applications in object
description, voice-signal analysis and speaker identification. The proof of Toeplitz
minimal eigenvalues invariance to both scaling and rotation when applied to script
recognition is given in detail in [11]. The following simple code clarifies the steps of
the feature vectors extraction according to the Toeplitz-based algorithm [11, 19, 20]:
for k12=1:k9-1
REM k9 is the number of essential points after completing the reduction to them
dv=zeros(k12,k12);
REM dv is Toeplitz form with zero initial value. Its dimension increases by 1 in
each loop after computing their corresponding eigenvalues
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If (d2<d1) If (d2>d1)
If ( i < N )
Start
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The essential points  of letter - HH
Fig. 6. The essential points of the Arabic letter letter h – HH







Recognition rate  
after last reduction % 
alifA 34  10 3 91.18 
Baa 67 27 6 91.04 
Hhaa 84 52 12 85.71 
Dal 46 21 7 84.78 
Raa 55 26 6 89.09 
Seen 114 54 4 87.72 
Ssad 130 64 13 90.00 
Ttaa 170 36 9 94.71 
Ain 99 39 7 92.93 
Faa 102 32 6 94.12 
Qqaf  105 55 6 94.29 
Kaf 84 29 5 94.05 
Lam 86 24 4 95.35 
Meem 90 37 4 95.56 
Noon 84 36 5 94.05 
Waw 88 39 6 93.18 
Yaa 78 34 4 94.87 
 
Table 4. The number of points after successive reduction and the recognition rate for
different letters after the last reduction to only the essential points
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while (k14<=k12)
dv(k14,k13)=radiation(1,k15);
REM The radiation is the minus tangent of the vector passing through the corre-
sponding essential points. dv is Toeplitz matrix. v is the vector of the eigenvalues,





REM Compute the minimal Eigenvalues of Toeplitz matrices.
for k16=1:k12






Each vector is then resized to 20 elements according to the following simple
code:
if n>20
scanfile11 = imresize(scanfile1,[1 ,20], ’nearest’);
scanfile44 = imresize(scanfile4,[1 ,20], ’nearest’);
else
REM If the number of the vector elements is less than 20, then the remaining ele-










Then the resulting vector is scaled into the interval [−1,+1] to resemble the
input of the neural network. The extracted character-image is divided into four
parts, the distribution percentage of the essential feature points in each part is
computed. The new four items are created and they are added to the input matrix
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to carry more information about the letter image. Then an array of 44 items is
obtained and fed to the NN.
The matrix obtained from the feature vector, as described above, is considered
as the input of the NN. The neural network contains 44 neurons in the input layer,
500 neurons in the hidden layer, and 18 neurons in the output layer. The training
parameters of the NN are set up according to these values: the momentum coefficient
is 0.25, the learning rate is 0.05 and the sum square error is 0.00000585. This NN
uses bipolar function as an activation function. The NN weights and biases are
generated randomly. The values range of the input vector is ranked between −1
to +1. Figure 7 shows the NN training.

















Fig. 7. The NN training on the Arabic character of Courier and Arial fonts
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two methods are implemented for the classification. In the first, all feature points
are used as an input to the NN. In the second method, however, NN and minimal
eigenvalues of the Toeplitz matrices are applied to the essential points only. The
results of comparison are given below.
3.1 Classification with NN only
The neural network is examined upon trained characters of Arial and Courier fonts
at sizes 10, 12 and 14. The rate of recognition is 100%. After the NN is trained, it
is examined upon a new data according to these two stages:
First stage: the NN is tested on novel data which are 84 letters of Arabic
Transparent font of multi size (10, 12, 14). At size 10 of Arabic Transparent font,
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the rate of recognition is 100%; the NN recognizes 28 letters out of 28 input ones.
At size 12 and 14 of the Arabic Transparent font, the rate of recognition is 96.6%;
the NN recognizes 27 letters out of 28 input ones.
Second stage: the NN is tested on new data – 84 letters of Simplified Arabic
font of sizes 10, 12 and 14. The NN recognizes 28 letters out of 28 input ones at
size 10 of Simplified Arabic font while it recognizes 27 letters out of 28 input ones at
sizes 12 and 14 of Simplified Arabic font. The rate of recognition is therefore 96.6%.
3.2 Classification with the Hybrid System TMNN
An NN training is done using data composed of Arial and Courier fonts at sizes 10,
12 and 14. When the NN is tested on it, the rate of recognition is 100%. Many
experiments have been performed on novel data to classify the Arabic character:
At size 10 and 12 of the Arabic Transparent font, the NN recognizes 26 letters out
of 28 input ones and the rate of recognition is therefore 92.9%. At size 14, the NN
recognizes 28 letters out of 28 input ones leading a recognition rate of 100%.
At sizes 10 and 12 of Simplified Arabic font, the NN recognizes 27 letters out
of 28 input ones, and the rate of recognition is 96.4%. At size 14, the NN recognizes
26 letters out of 28 input ones showing a 92.9% rate of recognition. Therefore, the
font change has no big effect on classification results.
In some cases, however, the results needed special improvement. For example,
the Arabic letter ¼ – k is sometimes recognized as the Arabic letter È – l, the Arabic
letter è – h as the letter 	à – n, and also the Arabic letter 	̈ – gh as the letter h – hh
or the Arabic letter X – d as the letter P – r. These misclassification cases reduced
the overall success rate and the system efficiency, which otherwise could be even
100% for the machine written letters (see Table 5) for the results of recognition rate
computations of such letters. It is worth mentioning that this problem faces most
of the known algorithms of cursive letter identification [22, 23].
 
Character ي  د ك ق غ ط 
Recognition rate 100% 91% 91% 83.3% 91% 75% 100% 
Table 5. Results of classification using essential points only
The behavior of the minimal eigenvalues for the images of these letters is illus-
trated in Figure 8. ¼ is exactly like È when removing the zigzag above it, è is similar
to 	à when scaling the latter, the letter X always confuses with P . When handwrit-
ing the last two letters, the reader always has a problem in distinguishing between
them and usually the problem is solved linguistically. Mathematically, their feature
vectors are [0.13, 0.10,−0.08,−0.95,−3.29] and [0.17, 0.01,−0.11,−0.82,−8.93]with
their first five elements respectively. They are too similar to classify.
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Eignvalues of the Arabic characters
ك – K, Kaf and   ل – L, Lam ن – N,Noon and  – H,Haa
Eignvalues of the Arabic characters
-غ GH,Ghain and  ج – J,Jeem
Eigenvalues of the Arabic characters
د – D,Dal  and  ر - R,ِ Raa
(a)   Arabic letters ك - K &   ل - L (b)   Arabic letters  - H &   ن - N

















Eignvalues of the Arabic characters
 
Fig. 8. Similarity in minimal eigenvalues of Arabic characters
The solution to the problem of misclassification in this work was, however, solved
by the following simple technique based on Table 3 and the dots verification and
counting. The dots, zigzags and other letter signs appearing in, above or below the
letter body, are removed after regrouping from Table 2 to Table 3. The consideration
of such signs will take place in an additional stage for subclass classification.
3.3 Comparison Between NN and Hybrid TMNN Classification
A comparison between the two approaches described in this paper (NN and TMNN)
was made and introduced here. The input data to NN is 128 while it is 44 for TMNN.
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The hybrid TMNN technique is based on reducing the number of inputs to the NN
from 128 to 44. The cost of the calculations needed for the extraction of the set of
essential points, construction of the Teplitz matrices and calculation of eigenvalues
would be computed from the time consumed in both methods. The execution time
of MATLAB performing in both of the NN and TMNN methods is almost the same.
Hence, the input data to NN is about three times bigger than that fed to the TMNN
for almost the same time of calculations.
The rate of recognition in NN approach was 99.4% because of the perfect de-
scription of the character when considering all its pixels after thinning (Figure 1 a)).
However, the time consumption and the big size of the data arrays are huge. On
the other hand, the rate of recognition in the modified hybrid TMNN approach
was 97.61%, which really is a success and a great achievement with such minimal
data within a negligible time. Despite the high reduction percentage (88.1%), it
was possible to reach such high success rate of recognition. The data reduction has
led to less input data to the classifying algorithm and hence to less computations.
The results are summarized in Table 6.




10, 12, 14  
Courier  
10, 12, 14  
Transparent  
10, 12, 14  
Simplified 
10, 12, 14 
NN 100  100  97.7 97.7 
Hybrid 100  100  95.19  95.24 
 
Table 6. Recognition percentage of the both NN and modified TMNN methods. The
average of NN recognition is 99.4% while that by the hybrid TMNN recognition
is 97.61%.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a Toeplitz matrices and NN based classifying hybrid system is intro-
duced. The new approach differs from the other so far worked out systems in that
the degree of data reduction is maximum. Only the essential points of the letter
image in their minimal number are used to classify and recognize the Arabic charac-
ter. Filtering the image up is used for smoothing it with the use of a neighborhood
median filter. The image is thinned, features are selected and hence the feature
vectors are defined by two approaches: NN method and the modified TMNN algo-
rithm. The feature points coordinates form the elements of two feature vectors, one
for the x-coordinates and the second for the y-coordinates of the extracted points.
Then the vectors are resized, scaled to 128 elements and are considered as the input
of the NN. The recognition rate of the classified characters is 99.4%. The extrac-
tion of features in the modified TMNN is implemented to locate the characteristic
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points. Then the number of these selected points is reduced by a designed algorithm
based on calculating the distance between a fixed point and the characteristic letter
points. Two feature vectors are formed using Toeplitz matrices and their minimal
eigenvalues. The percentage of the distributed points in each part of the studied
character is considered as an additional vector. The resulting matrix is passed to
the NN for recognition. The rate of recognition for classified characters was 97.61%.
The results of the comparison between the two methods is illustrated; the recogni-
tion rate has proved high in the second method, in spite of the reduction of feature
points of at least 88.1%. The current and near future work concerns the working on
the hardware implementation of our algorithm and on the reduction of the hidden
number of neurons. The MATLAB Toolbox is rich indeed, but if it comes to the
minimal eigenvalues of Teplitz matrices – their computation and reduction still need
some modification for faster systems. The number of hidden neurons is still high
although it has given the best results of recognition and the highest rate of success.
The authors are working on reducing the effective optimal number of hidden neurons
from 500 to 100 without affecting the success rate, which has so far proved to be
the highest at 500 neurons.
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